The issue of vascular access choice is not as black and white as the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) would like it to appear, with arteriovenous fistula (AVF) always being good or “first” and central venous catheters (CVCs) always being bad or “last.” Nonetheless, CMS has instituted a quality incentive program (QIP) for dialysis providers that rewards high AVF prevalence and penalizes high CVC prevalence without regard to patient mix. For payment year 2014, vascular access constitutes 30% of the total QIP score. This may have already led to access to care issues, as some dialysis providers are refusing to accept patients with CVCs. CMS has recently given ground on this issue by renaming the “Fistula First” initiative “Fistula First Catheter Last” (FFLC) to emphasize that CVC avoidance is as important or more important than AVF use.²

It is noteworthy that the increase in prevalent AVF rates—from around 30% to around 60%—since the Fistula First project began has been accompanied by a reciprocal decline in arteriovenous graft (AVG) prevalence and only a small decline in CVC prevalence.³ This reflects what might be a misguided priority for getting AVFs into all hemodialysis patients over getting CVCs out. Recently there has been some discussion in the literature that this “one size fits all” approach is inappropriate for patients in whom the time and effort required for the placement and maturation of a functional AVF are not balanced by the expectation that the AVF will function longer and with fewer complications than an AVG.

Lok et al. proposed a formula that uses patient age, presence of coronary artery disease, presence of peripheral vascular disease, and race to determine risk for AVF maturation failure. Patients with the lowest score had a 35% AVF failure-to-mature rate, and patients with the highest score had a 71% rate.⁴ When this formula was applied to almost 200,000 incident hemodialysis patients from 2005 to 2009, based on data obtained from the Medical Evidence Report (CMS Form 2728), AVF use at dialysis initiation varied from 25.6% in patients at “low risk” for AVF maturation failure to 19.0% in the “very high risk” patients. This finding demonstrates the limited ability of the clinical risk factors identified by Lok et al. to predict incident AVF use. This retrospective study identified female sex, black race, Hispanic ethnicity, age older than 85 years, diabetes, peripheral vascular disease, congestive heart failure, other cardiac disease, and low body mass index as risk factors for failure to have a functioning AVF at the time of hemodialysis initiation. Hypertension, obesity, private insurance, and more time under a nephrologist’s care were associated with a greater likelihood of having a functional AVF at the time of hemodialysis initiation.⁵

Because AVFs have a primary failure rate of 30%–70% and a 1-year patency rate of 40%–70%, many patients will undergo multiple procedures over many months in the attempt to establish AVF access, which may or may not succeed.⁶–⁹ The patients in whom the benefit of AVF over AVG placement is most suspect are those with limited life expectancy (advanced age being a surrogate) and those with poor blood vessels (advanced age, female sex, and presence of diabetes being surrogates).

The article by Drew et al. in this issue of JASN¹⁰ tests the hypothesis regarding the predictive value of these factors in determining the superiority of various vascular access types (AVF, AVG, and CVC) by using a decision analysis method. Of note, this method was originally championed by two nephrologists, Schwartz and Kassirer, in the 1970s¹¹ but has not been commonly used in the nephrology literature other than by the decision analysis disciples at Tufts University. It is a useful method to quantify outcomes and costs of various diagnostic and therapeutic choices under many variables. Thanks to the Dialysis Outcomes and Practice Patterns Study and the US Renal Data System, most of the required outcome and cost data to perform the modeling are available.

As might be predicted, the incremental survival of patients with AVFs is most robust in patients with the best vessels (young, male, nondiabetic) and declines with patient age, presence of diabetes, and, to a lesser extent, female gender. Not surprisingly, elderly patients have very little survival benefit with AVFs over AVGs and CVCs because their lifespan is too short for the long-term benefits of AVFs to accrue. Sixty- and 80-year-old diabetic women actually have better survival with AVGs over AVFs, and only three categories of patients (40-year-old diabetic women, 60-year-old nondiabetic women, and 80-year-old nondiabetic women) have both lower costs and superior survival with AVFs versus AVGs. Sensitivity analyses using different cost and access patency assumptions by and large made the incremental cost-effectiveness of AVFs over AVGs less favorable. One can argue about the validity of the assumptions in the base-case and sensitivity analyses, but the inevitable conclusion is that the incremental cost-effectiveness of AVFs over
AVGs is subject to many patient-specific factors, many of which are intuitive and easily identifiable from the ESRD Medical Evidence Report (sex, age, presence of diabetes). This is in contrast to the complex and less easily retrievable case-mix adjusters that go into the standardized mortality ratio and standardized hospitalization ratio, for example.

Several recent publications have challenged the desirability of AVFs over AVGs in elderly patients in particular, yet there is no case-mix adjustment for age in the QIP measure for AVF prevalence. CMS policy for the ESRD program is driven by its “Triple Aims”: (1) better care for the individual through beneficiary- and family-centered care, (2) better health for the ESRD population, and (3) reduced costs of ESRD care through improved care. This approach does not acknowledge that “better” care for an individual, and even less expensive care for an individual, may conflict with policies, such as the vascular-access QIP, that are based on population studies. The population studies on which the FFLC and vascular-access QIP are based are all observational and therefore subject to confounding. The Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative and Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes clinical practice guidelines based on this suboptimal evidence are designed as clinical decision making tools, not as standards of care. CMS cites the “performance gap” between the states with the highest prevalent AVF rates (around 73%) and the states with the lowest prevalent AVF rates (around 53%) as evidence that opportunities to improve AVF prevalence remain. However, this population approach ignores the unique characteristics and preferences of individual patients and their caregivers.

Although AVGs require more interventions to maintain patency than AVFs, their cumulative patency is the same when primary AVF failures are factored in. The longer maturation time and high primary failure rate of AVFs lead to longer periods of catheter dependence and more catheter-related complications. Costs for AVFs may exceed those for AVGs, as they did in certain patient subgroups in Drew and colleagues’ report, because of the numerous procedures that may be required for the former to establish patency and the complications from prolonged catheter use. As observed by Allon and Lok, there is equipoise about the relative merits of AVFs versus AVGs in patients with moderate to high risk of AVF nonmaturation. Only randomized controlled trials of AVFs versus AVGs in various subsets of hemodialysis patients will provide the needed evidence to eliminate confounding and establish the most cost-effective vascular access. The characteristics of these subsets can then be used as evidence-based case-mix adjusters for the QIP vascular-access measures. A low catheter prevalence rate (“catheter last”) should trump a high AVF prevalence rate in the QIP scoring to acknowledge those subsets of patients in whom an AVG is more suitable than an AVF. In any event, a patient-centered approach with appropriate education of the patient and family, evaluation for the availability of suitable vessels for AVF creation, and consideration of the patient’s life expectancy and time to dialysis initiation should drive vascular access choice over the incentive to receive a higher score on the QIP vascular-access measures.

Vascular access is only one example of the paradox between patient-centered care and quality metrics based on population studies. The role of a patient-centered approach to the management of anemia in patients with CKD is another example. Reconciling this paradox is what clinical judgment is all about and why physicians cannot be replaced by algorithms, care paths, and “cookbook medicine.” AVFs are the preferred vascular access in the hemodialysis population but not in every individual or even in certain subsets of that population; this is a very important distinction. Until randomized controlled trials are published to provide more focused, patient-centered evidence on vascular access choice and CMS makes allowances in the QIP vascular-access measures for such evidence, the nephrologist must continue to defend an individualized approach to vascular access based on the patient’s situation and the evidence available. In most cases (currently >60% in the United States), that will favor an AVF, but increasing evidence supports the determination for the other 40% that it will not.
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